Spending Visitor for Children in Gurgaon
Simple Occupation
Suited to men who contemplate solitude because the preference for choosing the rooms, all of the amenities by your side for yourself, benefit from the
indulgence with just 11500 rupees

Dual discussing occupation
Properly you know what they state, two is really a business, two guys sharing the area and most of the services, their likely to set you back 7500
rupees per person
Double sharing occupation

If you are looking for a budget stay and however need to savor all of the features, this can be a leading alternative for you yourself to choose. Its going
to be gentle on your own pocket, only 6000 rupees per individual
All the facilites under one top

As soon as you enter your house, you're given the secrets to pg in gurgaon your space in addition to your personal separate wardrobe/almirah. You
can enjoy the LED TV in your space, with every room equipped with DishTV and the charge is on us, therefore do not worry. When you feel the need
for connecting yourself with the crazy world of Internet, we got you; endless free WiFi! Sufficient? Not soon, we have got more, AC/Cooler, Geyser,
Washing Equipment, Morning meal, Meal, Meal, everything on the house, for FREE

We offer economical property on rent for people who are a new comer to the Gurugram town, have a budget to be mindful for and don't desire to
compromise on services and quality

Kids PG in Industry 48 and Sector 49 in Gurgaon

. Are you new to the town and looking for a budget pleasant place to remain, well look further no further:

We have got perfect answer for you: OhMyPG is a ground up start-up which caters to the wants of daily fellow buying a place to remain with homely
cooked food and most of the features which they get in the ease of their homes.
We at OhMyPG have 6 places across Market 48 and Market 49 in Gurgaon/Gurugram giving Guys PG with these facilities:
. LED TV with DishTV mounted in every room
. Recharge for DishTV every month is free
. Free infinite get net via WiFi
. Breakfast, Meal and Dinner
. Everyday cleaning of rooms
. Free Washing Unit
. RO filtered chilled normal water
. Forehead in the neighborhood
. Sleep, mattress, bedsheet, pillow, pillow cover
. Split Almirah/ Closet
. Linked Bathroom with Geyser
. AC and Desert Cooler options available
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